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For as well received as this intro was, it was pretty slap dash. We debated internally for a while about what it 
could be and Will finally came up with the idea of doing the Metal Gear Solid riff, which combines sounds 
from a number of the games to create an amalgamation of the opening of the first MGS.

Will forgot to share this, but eventually revealed that it is a Batman themed Hamilton 
parody. Our reference to Straight Outta Gotham is to our collective reaction to the 
admittedly well-produced Batman-themed rap parody video which is just a Google search 
away.

Unilaterally remove any and all riffs based on bad audio compression through a Zoom call, 
as is the case here because they’re both unfunny and incomprehensible. 

Matt waged a prolonged war on our Discord about the benefits of milk toast, and likely won 
zero converts.

All our into/come/wife jokes pruned here because we have covered that ground in our 
intros already and quarantine is turning into Groundhog’s Day for all of us, just retreading 
comedy bits without realizing it anymore.

Anthony appears as a black screen with his username on it on this Zoom call.

This ended up being a mistake as you will hear - Zoom took control of the input gain of 
his microphone and somehow was automatically adjusting his audio in Audacity. You’ll 
hear a few spots where Anthony appears to be getting actively turned up in this record, 
annoyingly.

The extended shoe riff is because Matt records in front of a shoe closet, on which hangs 
many of his wife’s shoes.

We’re talking about DNDBeyond’s new features on their character sheet (which Roll20 has 
been doing, albeit much uglier, since time immemorial)

Bit of clarification of where to start with our scene.

As you might expect, Beth’s knowledge of reality TV and references fly over everyone else’s 
heads.
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The same notes as the previous episode, so as not to spoil the contents of an upcoming episode.

Lark and Sparrow have tattoos, Walter the immoral has a beard now

Henry in Oakvale

Everyone there is named ry-oak:

Harry, Crowry, Gatory, Winry, Aubry, Carry, MAKE ALL THE NAMES ANIMAL NAMES



Thanks, Zoom, I guess.

See above. Also can’t believe Anthony came up with this and not us.

Matt’s cat enjoys being under a blanket. (Some dead space for cat wrangling removed here 
in the uncut)

A lot of discussion (as you’ll hear) about how to order this and also our actions here. This 
reveal, and our genuine reactions to it, ends up being the better way of doing this, even 
though it’s possible to hold back the 1.0 reveal as an end of episode thing. I think it works 
better here, but it also establishes a momentum of expectation that’s hard to overcome 
despite my (Freddie) bad improv.

Will/Henry’s expression of “I need to know” is a critical piece of character intent and 
improv that I miss, which leads me to suggest a course of action that, in our collective 
opinion, derails the direction and thrust of this episode too strongly. The compromise we 
arrive at (Glenn stays out, rather than Glenn convinces Henry to not go in at all) makes 
way more sense.

Beth messes up one of the numbers, which I edit out to make it clear she’s truly a LOST 
SUPERFAN/JJ MEGASTAN

We lose this entire section where I try to convince her about money, as it doesn’t go 
anywhere.

Gets real messy here. The bit about the anchor not being in this place is removed so as to 
deemphasize the logic about not letting ourselves get knocked out. Often, what makes sense 
depends entirely on what we establish and lay out - objectively, the note that the anchor is 
not in the hatch puts a bit too much doubt on the plan which, prior to this moment, is the 
thrust of the episode. When looking at the crumbs that are there, the idea that someone 
doesn’t go in (Henry/Ron conversation) has been already established. Since we know 
where the episode is heading, we lightly trim supporting details for a more cohesive plot.

We pause the recording here and restart after having a discussion about what we ought to be 
doing. This segment is an attempt to transition this smoothly with Henry deciding to ignore 
the hatch. We eventually opt to go a different direction.

There are often times where derailing Anthony’s plans lead to some of the best moments 
of the podcasts, but not all derails are created equal. Stuff like the beans, for example, are 
surprising but play within the framework of the established narrative. Upon further review, 
skipping the dungeon goes against Henry’s established desire to go in.

This segment is a pickup that occurred after an initial rough edit was completed to give me a 
better sense of what the shape of the episode looked like. 

We opted to go along with the previously established momentum of the episode simply 
because, on a character level, Will/Henry is expressing a desire to learn about his past 
throughout, so Glenn’s derail violates an established character desire.

This would probably feel way more appropriate if, for example, Henry was ambivalent 
about the hatch from the get go (rather than feeling drawn to it, as Will expresses). 
Generally, the lesson from this is for us to pay attention (for ME to pay attention let’s be 
clear) to the character level directions and shape it, rather than try and force it in another 
direction. I think the compromise makes sense and still is faithful to character motivations 
across the board, while also having an aspect of “giving people what they want” as (you can 
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hear in our voices) the idea of a 1.0 dungeon is simply too juicy and fun a scenario for both 
us and (I hope!) the audience.

Anthony established stakes here after we realize it’d be kind of boring if you can just run in 
no problemo over and over.

The dumb audio gag, born here.

Anthony is, as many people point out, that the correct dice to pick up here for D&D 1.0 
would be three d6, as that’s how you did the character sheets back then.
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